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"Very informative and well put-together, even from a veteran perspective. I am glad to see a book

that actually explains the 'hows' of dancing instead of just being a memoir tell-all." â€” Ania

Åšniegowska, veteran stripper"A truly step-by-step guide to dancing as a business and not falling

into the trap so many dancers do. Your guide could save women years of hassle and heartbreak

and maybe even their lives."â€” ThatGuyPhD, author of The Adventures Of An Unlikely Gigolo.Part

self-help book, part how-to guide and part sales training manual, The Nerdy Girl's Guide to Stripping

is a 10-step handbook for achieving success as a stripper, whether that means graduating from

college debt-free, launching a small business or staying home to raise your kids. It has practical,

hands-on advice that will benefit you whether you're a seasoned stripper or an aspiring dancer who

has never set foot in a club. Written by a former dancer, this handbook walks women through the

process and pitfalls of the dancing life, with an eye toward maximizing earningsIn this book, you'll

learn...*How to make big bucks stripping while pursuing your dreams and goals*How to set a goal

and use it as a driving factor for your strip club earnings*The four types of strip clubs and which one

is right for you*What to wear to your audition*The secret trick that makes you look confident on

stage*What happens during a typical shift*The one thing you must do after every shift*The sneaky

sales tactics every top girl knows *Examples of effective, rapport-building conversation starters*A

step-by-step guide to selling Champagne rooms*The best books and resources for increasing your

earnings*How to upsell during the lap dance*How to save on taxes*How to build a professional

resume while stripping*How to stay healthy, physically and mentally*How to leverage your dancing

career for a successful and rewarding future
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What an informative and eye opening book! This is the perfect resource for anybody who is thinking

about getting ahead by being a stripper. I have always said that strippers should be able to make so

much money, but yet they don't because they squander away what they make or they don't know

how to work it as a business. This book confirms this. I thought the author's advice was very

practical and very real life. It is a detailed step-by-step plan for not only making it as a successful

stripper, but also how to have the right mindset and goals for this type of business. Don't let the

subject matter fool you, this is a really good book with lots of great information. I highly recommend

it to anyone who may be contemplating getting into the stripper business or who is just curious

about the inner workings of a stripper in the strip club industry. Great read! Five big stars!

A The Nerdy Girl's Guide to Stripping is a one-stop comprehensive guide that will educate you on

everything that you need to know about stripping from the perspective of an experienced dancer

herself. Everything's covered and it delivers with helpful information on strategizing and formulating

a game plan, setting goals, scouting clubs, auditioning for the job and even proper work practices.

Kudos to the author Karma Carson for debunking many of those stripper myths. I recommend this

book to anyone interested in entering the field, or retiring from it. Itâ€™ll be that handy go-to guide

that youâ€™ll want to reference again and again.

There are as many reasons to read a book as there are reasons to write one. As a sixty five year old

man who hasn't set foot in a strip joint since my early twenties, I have no intention of trying to

pursue a career in the profession. But, as an aspiring writer of crime fiction and criminal justice non

fiction, the book was an eye-opener. There's plenty there to build a very believable stripper

character in your own book and enough for the non fiction criminal justice writer to learn how to ask

some of the right questions when dealing with this profession.



Having been in the business for almost a year, this book still helped me with hustle strategies and

tips for tips. I'd recommend this to girls that have even danced there for years as a reminder of how

to hustle and a reminder to push forward in life.
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